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                        How can you ensure that what you’ve been told is the truth? Learn more about background checks.
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	Gain a true understanding of the bigger picture.

	


    




    
    
    
	
	Whether you’re recruiting new employees, adding new directors to your board, or purchasing new or used vehicles, Experian’s background checking tools can help you gain a true understanding of the bigger picture.

Learn more about how Experian can help with background checking using tools, extensive data and the right processes.
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            What is a background check?

            A background check helps you understand an individual’s background, including their identity, education, employment history, credit history and any relevant criminal record information. Our background checking tools help you identify inconsistent or adverse information, helping you make fully informed decisions. Background checks are vital when taking on new recruits, re-screening existing employees and finding trustworthy tenants for a property.
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	How to do a background check?

Background checks are often labour-intensive and admin-heavy and in many organisations are still carried out manually. But our automated tools make the process quick, simple and more accurate. Our software, data and services will help you carry out checks on new recruits, ensuring you hire the right talent for the right job.

It’s also important to carry out regular background checks on existing employees to minimise the risks to your business. Our Bulk Upload tool can help you do this. For some of our customers, this background checking solution has eliminated the need to store and manage employee documents.

Who would use a background check?

Employers in all industries can benefit from using background checks in their recruitment process. It not only helps employers decide on who would be a good fit for their company, but helps to minimise fraud risk, income loss, damage to reputation and so much more, as checks flag up any discrepancies in an individual’s history.
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	How long does a background check take?

Using manual screening processes, background checks can be time-consuming. Different sources of information have to be accessed and verified, and this can consume valuable resources. With our background checking software and tools, some checks can be done at the touch of a button, with results generated instantly.
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	How much is a background check?

You can ask a potential employee to do their own basic criminal records check, and this will cost £23. But this is only one part of a background check, and depending on the role, you will need to carry out more comprehensive checks. Our background checks cover a wide range of areas, from identity and credit checks to employment reference checks.
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                    Criminal and DBS checks

                    Not every potential hire is going to be honest about their background. Hiring the wrong people could mean more than just the risk of internal fraud or income loss – it could do untold damage to your company’s reputation. Background checking does not have to be difficult, time-consuming or even costly. With the right tools at hand, due diligence could become a breeze. 
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                    Employment checks

                    A potential employee’s CV tells a story. But does it tell the whole story? Catching dishonest applicants early simplifies the recruitment process, identifies those candidates who have not told the truth, and can save you managing an unqualified employee later.
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	Verify their credentials

Applicants eager to impress can fudge dates, bump up exam results, and even invent qualifications to appear more impressive on paper. Using a tool like Experian’s Candidate Verifier to authenticate their time in both work and education could make the difference between hiring a lowbrow fantasist and a fantastic high-flyer.

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for credential verification

    

    
        
            
                Our Right to Work App not only helps you to conduct compliant right to work checks, but it validates that the documents provided by the candidate are valid and their own.

                
                    Right to Work Checks
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Work Report is the quick, simple and secure way for customers to share their verified income and employment information immediately with the organisations they choose.
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	Trace employment history

The what, where and when may be correct, but a CV often doesn’t go into the why. Experian’s Candidate Verifier can help with this. It can seek personal references and trace detailed employment records in order to paint a true picture of a candidate’s work history.

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for tracing employment history

    

    
        
            
                Our Right to Work App not only helps you to conduct compliant right to work checks, but it validates that the documents provided by the candidate are valid and their own.

                
                    Right to Work Checks
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Candidate Verifier and Digitised Identity is an all-in-one, government-certified employment background checking solution for Disclosure and Barring Service Criminal Record Checks.
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	Ensure regulatory compliance

Hiring candidates who don’t have the right to work in the UK could lead to fines of up to £20,000 from the Home Office for each illegal worker. Fortunately, there are solutions that can put those checks at the front of your workflow, highlighting which documentation is required, validating it automatically and prompting you to revalidate periodically. Experian’s Right to Work app does all that and also removes the need to keep paper copies.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions to ensure regulatory compliance

    

    
        
            
                Our Right to Work App not only helps you to conduct compliant right to work checks, but it validates that the documents provided by the candidate are valid and their own.
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	Don’t overpay

Some candidates push their luck and enhance previous salaries to boost their apparent worth. But with income and employment validation tools, like those offered by Experian, you can draw from payroll data to discover not only whether a candidate was employed by a given company but also how much they were paid.
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                Work Report is the quick, simple and secure way for customers to share their verified income and employment information immediately with the organisations they choose.
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	Screen candidates effectively

The slow pace of accurate pre-employment screening can bog down new employee onboarding. Some tools can automate and accelerate the vetting and screening process, however. One is Experian’s Candidate Verifier. It offers a full suite of checks in one place and feeds back the information you need in a clear, easy-to-understand format.

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions to help screen candidates effectively

    

    
        
            
                Candidate Verifier and Digitised Identity is an all-in-one, government-certified employment background checking solution for Disclosure and Barring Service Criminal Record Checks.
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	Track status changes

Background checks are not only for new employees. Work and education history doesn’t change, but life does, and criminal activity may alter the suitability of employees over time. Routinely re-screening employees with a post-employment background check, either individually or as a whole workforce, can help you identify any changes that may affect an employee’s right-to-work status over time. 
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                Our Right to Work App not only helps you to conduct compliant right to work checks, but it validates that the documents provided by the candidate are valid and their own.
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                Get in touch

                We can tailor our employment check solutions to meet your business needs. Give us a call on 0844 4815807 between 9am-5pm Monday to Friday to discuss or enquire online instead.
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                    Directorship checks

                    Company directors shoulder many of the legal burdens of a business, so appointing the correct director is vital. And it’s not just your company you need to worry about: understanding the background of other directors can help you build positive relationships with them – while helping you to spot which businesses, directors and even employees to avoid.
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	Check for disqualifications

There are many reasons a director may be disqualified from holding a directorship – and the majority should raise a red flag about bringing that director on board in your own company or forming business associations with them. A tool like Experian’s Business Express includes a company director search facility that allows you to review a director’s current and previous appointments to discover whether they are barred from being appointed.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for checking disqualifications

    

    
        
            
                A company credit report can be one of the most powerful commercial tools you have. It’s objective, unbiased and timely. We can help you credit check other businesses.

                
                    Experian Business Express
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Our Right to Work App not only helps you to conduct compliant right to work checks, but it validates that the documents provided by the candidate are valid and their own.
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	Uncover financial issues

Even if a candidate is eligible to be a director, there’s no guarantee that their previous tenures were successful. Having comprehensive company credit information alongside director checks can give you the peace of mind you need to make the appointment. A solution like Experian’s Business Express, which provides both sets of data, is worth looking out for.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for uncovering financial issues

    

    
        
            
                A company credit report can be one of the most powerful commercial tools you have. It’s objective, unbiased and timely. We can help you credit check other businesses.

                
                    Experian Business Express
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Our Right to Work App not only helps you to conduct compliant right to work checks, but it validates that the documents provided by the candidate are valid and their own.
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	Ensure proper partnerships

Running a director check on a potential supplier or client is a key part of due diligence. It helps you understand each business customer better and uncover other directorships that could suggest a conflict of interest. Experian’s suite of background checking tools can ensure you make the right decisions for your wider business.
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                A company credit report can be one of the most powerful commercial tools you have. It’s objective, unbiased and timely. We can help you credit check other businesses.
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	Discover hidden commitments

Director-checking tools could still prove highly useful even when recruiting individuals for less senior positions. The December 2020 Companies House statistics report lists 4,320,862 companies on its active register – a director check is an effective way of uncovering responsibilities that potential candidates may have outside of regular business hours.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for discovering hidden commitments

    

    
        
            
                A company credit report can be one of the most powerful commercial tools you have. It’s objective, unbiased and timely. We can help you credit check other businesses.
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                Get in touch

                We can tailor our directorship check solutions to meet your business needs. Give us a call on 0844 4815807 between 9am-5pm Monday to Friday to discuss or enquire online instead.
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                    Vehicle checks

                    Vehicles are inherently risky. Whether you’re in insurance, finance or retail, there’s a lot of data to track. You need to be sure of every vehicle’s true financial, mechanical and accident history, its actual value, and its status in real time. Thankfully, reliable vehicle insights are available quickly and easily, and with them you’ll be able to reach more customers and seek out greater profits.

                    
                        Speak to an expert
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	Buy and sell with confidence

At the market’s peak, over 3 million cars were sold in the UK in a single year, so you can be forgiven for not keeping track of everything yourself. With a tool like Experian’s AutoCheck, however, you don’t need to. It presents a visual timeline of previous vehicle sales, import, export and scrappage records, and can perform a car finance check to uncover any outstanding credit agreements on the vehicle. It can also help with DVLA keeper enquiries.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions to give insight into a vehicle's history

    

    
        
            
                AutoCheck provides high quality and comprehensive vehicle provenance and valuation information to retailers, finance and insurance providers at the click of a button.

                
                    AutoCheck
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Experian's Keeper Enquiry system allows you to establish ownership of any DVLA registered vehicle, quickly and efficiently.

                
                    DVLA Keeper Enquiries
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	Get maximum value

Constantly shifting trends means pricing in the automotive industry is volatile, so keeping track of developments is key. By incorporating a solution like the Cazana Companion into your workflow, you can receive accurate valuations instantly, allowing you to price competitively, buy fairly and achieve maximum profit.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for accurate vehicle valuations

    

    
        
            
                Vehicle Mileage Check from Experian provides instant proof of due diligence in the form of a PDF certificate.

                
                    Vehicle Mileage Check
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                AutoCheck provides high quality and comprehensive vehicle provenance and valuation information to retailers, finance and insurance providers at the click of a button.
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	Monitor financial interests

If you’re managing a fleet, be it of company cars, used car stock or those in which you have a financial interest, monitoring those vehicles – and any potential risks they pose – can be difficult. One solution is Experian’s Asset Event Manager, which can help you monitor vehicles on an ongoing basis using real-time reports, while its Vehicle Stock Monitor can keep track of 5,000 vehicle records with up-to-the-minute valuations and finance tracking.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for monitoring vehicle stock

    

    
        
            
                Manage risk with a bespoke approach to your asset monitoring that could save you time and cost.

                
                    Asset Event Manager
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Up-to-date vehicle data available on any system at the touch of a button.

                
                    Vehicle Data Integration
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	Keep customers close

Cars sell, customers move, and your communications need to keep up. Happily, there is an easy way to stay on top of your records, help manage your financial interests and increase response rates. By using tools like Experian’s Owner Lookup and Automotive Data Cleanse tools, you can ensure that your data remains compliant and that you don’t contact customers that have moved on.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for keeping up-to-date with customers

    

    
        
            
                Automotive Data Cleansing ensures your vehicle keeper database is up to date, meaning that you can be confident that you're talking to the right people.

                
                    Automotive Data Cleansing
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Experian's Keeper Enquiry system allows you to establish ownership of any DVLA registered vehicle, quickly and efficiently.

                
                    DVLA Keeper Enquiries
                

            

        

    






                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    
    
    

    
        
            
                
                    Further reading on vehicle checks

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    

                

            

        
    






    
    
    


    
        
            
                Get in touch

                We can tailor our vehicle solutions to meet your business needs. Give us a call on 0844 4815807 between 9am-5pm Monday to Friday to discuss or enquire online instead.
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            More on preventing fraud and identity theft

            
            
        

        

    
        
            
                
                    
    
    
    
        

        
        
            
            
            
            Regulatory compliance

        

        Discover the best tools and solutions to ensure your business remains compliant.
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            Fraud prevention

        

        Retrieving data. Wait a few seconds and try to cut or copy again.
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            Identity checks and verification

        

        Validate user identities in a seamless, invisible way without compromising checks.
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                                    Industry *
Agriculture
Automotive
Automotive Financing
Business services
Charity Sector
Direct to Consumer
Education
Financial Services
Government
Healthcare
Insurance
Intercompany
Manufacturing
Media and Publishing
Mining and Commodities
Property and Construction
Retail
Retail Finance
Technology
Telecoms
Goods Transportation
Travel and Leisure
Utilities
Other
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                                Country *
                                
                                    Country *
United Kingdom
Afghanistan
Aland Islands
Albania
Algeria
American Samoa
Andorra
Angola
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bonaire Sint Eustatius and Saba
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Bouvet Island
Brazil
British Indian Ocean Territory
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Channel Islands
Chile
China
Christmas Island
Cocos (Keeling) Islands
Colombia
Comoros
Congo - the Democratic Republic of
Congo
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Cote D'Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Curacao
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Eswatini
Ethiopia
Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
Faroe Islands
Fiji
Finland
France
French Guiana
French Polynesia
French Southern Territories
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guam
Guatemala
Guinea Bissau
Guinea
Guyana
Haiti
Heard Island and Mcdonald Islands
Holy See (Vatican City State)
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Isle of Man
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea - Democratic People's Republic of
Korea - Republic of
Kosovo
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macao
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Martinique
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mexico
Micronesia - Federated States of
Moldova - Republic of
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Montserrat
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Niue
Norfolk Island
North Macedonia
Northern Mariana Islands
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Palestine - State of
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Pitcairn Islands
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Reunion
Romania
Russia
Rwanda
Saint Barthelemy
Saint Helena
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Martin (French part)
Saint Pierre and Miquelon
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Sint Maarten (Dutch part)
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Svalbard and Jan Mayen
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania - United Republic of
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tokelau
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Turks and Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Vietnam
Virgin Islands - British
Virgin Islands - US
Wallis and Futuna
Western Sahara
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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                                By signing up to Experian business marketing communications you will receive the latest research, insight, news and invites to events and webinars. Experian offers a wide range of products and services. We will do our best to send you only communications that we deem to be relevant to you, your job and your business. You can change your mind at any time.
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            View our Privacy Policy for details on use and storage of your personal data.
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	A member of the team will be in touch with you shortly.
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